Technology Gadgets To Pack For Vacation
Stay Connected to The Office and Enjoy Your Vacation with Latest Technology
Atlanta March 3rd, 2010 With 50 percent of U.S. employers expecting employees to
remain in touch during their vacations and more than 25 percent of workers planning to
contact their job at least once while they’re out, technology is quickly become an essential
part of American's vacations.* With a little planning and the right gadgets, employees can
enjoy their vacation and stay up to speed at work.
1. Smartphone: These days no one travels far without their right hand man in the form
of a smartphone device. Keeping up with the latest information and emails can all be
done on the go with the help of a smartphone including iPhone, Blackberry and
Google's Android.
2. Cell Phone Signal Booster: Having a reliable cell phone signal is a must to stay in
touch with the office. Cell phone signal boosters like zBoost allow consumers to
take full advantage of voice, data and Internet services on mobile phones and data
devices including 3G high‐speed data and video, instant messaging and pictures
.zBoost travel units (www.wi‐ex.com) including the zPocket and zBoost Dual Band
Car Unit, help employees take advantage of their smartphones' voice and data
capabilities on the road.
3. Smartpen: The traditional notebook and pen have gone digital. With these devices'
recording and data saving abilities, all notes and thoughts can be saved into the
single device and transferred directly to the computer at the office. .
4. Readers:. These devices provide a huge database of reading materials all in the form
of a slim electronic book to keep up with industry and work related news, as well as
enjoy a favorite novel. .
* According to the Careerbuilder.com Survey
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